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Abstract

This study investigated the relationship between instructor ratings of taped micro-teaching performance and achievement on multiple choice examinations. Thirty graduate students enrolled in a readings methods course served as subjects. An analysis of the data indicated no significant correlation existed between the variables. The viability of the taped mini-lessons as an alternative to the traditional paper-pencil assessment techniques is discussed.
A Comparison of Taped Micro-Teaching Performance and Teacher Test Achievement

Teacher education has suffered recurrent criticism of its seeming inability to ensure teaching proficiency in its graduates. A major issue has been the assessment of teaching performance versus the assessment of cognitive knowledge (Allington, 1974). The advent of competency-based teacher education has spawned experimentation with a variety of techniques and instruments for predicting teaching performance in an attempt to rectify this weakness. However, teacher trainers are caught in a continual struggle between assessment efficiency and assessment effectiveness. While efficient, the widely used and traditional paper-pencil examination seems less than effective in predicting teaching performance. Shea (1955), for example, administered the National Teachers Examination (NTE) to 110 graduates of a four year teacher training institution. The correlations between practice teaching grades and the NTE yielded a correlation of .00. Following a factor analysis of the data Shea concluded, "that none of the standardized tests, with the possible exception of subtests that measure general information..., are factorially related to marks obtained...on practice teaching, (or) on the job rating (p. 36)." Walberg (1967) drew similar conclusions in a study of 280 elementary teachers. His data demonstrated no correlation between teaching effectiveness and any of the measures of academic aptitude and achievement employed (high school grades, college
aptitude tests, college grade point average, or National Teacher Examination score). Similar conclusions have been drawn by a number of researchers and summaries of these can be found in reviews by Barr (1961), Getzels and Jackson (1963) and Levin (1968). While efficient, traditional paper-pencil assessments seem to offer limited promise for predicting teaching performance.

Research results such as these were the impetus for the development of alternative assessment techniques. In many teacher education programs the logical alternative, direct field assessment, has been rejected primarily out of cost considerations. How does one then establish that competence does exist?

Popham (1971) has discussed the positive effects of mini-lessons. Simulation teaching and role-playing have also been utilized as assessment or instructional techniques (Dodl, 1973). These techniques seem to have developed because of the aforementioned difficulty in arranging (or financing) field assessment of teaching competence.

In the preparation of reading teachers one might include many competencies, but competence in identifying skills needs and successful skills teaching should surely be included in all preparation programs. Assessment of these goals is elusive. Many programs require a clinical practicum, and this could serve as an assessment setting. However, this typically comes near the end of a program sequence, after the student has completed basic courses and courses in diagnosis and
remediation. Then, too, not all practica require a demonstration of the competencies listed above for successful course completion. Further, a single successful experience in a tutorial situation may not be adequate evidence that the teacher can indeed identify and remediate skills difficulties generally. These vagaries led to the development of an alternative technique for assessing these aspects of teaching competence.

**Historical Development.** The development of a series of assessment techniques for these aspects of teaching competence has had a common element. The texts, *Systematic Reading Instruction* (1972) and *How to Teach Reading Systematically* (1973) by Duffy and Sherman have offered the instructional framework from which the lessons were developed and evaluated. Initially students were required to submit written instructional models for teaching specific skills as well as a pretest-posttest designed to determine whether the subject(s) had mastered the skill. These written models were evaluated and returned either as passing or for revision and resubmitting (Duffy, 1971).

Recognizing the distance between developing a written model and classroom application, other strategies were developed. The second assessment technique was role-playing. The graduate student/teachers were required to develop a working model of a skills lesson and then present it to another graduate student/teacher who was to simulate an elementary school pupil. This technique seemed to narrow the distance between knowledge and application, but it was not without its problems. The student role-playing the elementary pupil often reacted quite unlike reality.
Throughout these stages the idea of a field assessment was constantly offered. Unfortunately the elementary pupils could not be brought in and there was neither the staff nor the money to accomplish field assessment. The concept of cassette evaluations evolved naturally from attempts to employ video taped assessment. Video taping, too, was not easily accomplished and, thus, audio-tapes were adopted as a logical alternative. This study, then, is an attempt to examine the relative effectiveness of evaluation of cassette mini-lessons in a micro-teaching setting.

Method

Subjects. Thirty graduate students enrolled in ERDG 606, Corrective Reading in the Classroom, at the State University of New York at Albany served as the population of the study. Each student was certified to teach in New York State; there were varying degrees of teaching experience and coursework in reading methods. Each graduate student was required to submit two audio-cassette tapes for evaluation, and to complete a mid-term and final examination in the paper-pencil multiple choice format.

Procedure. Students were provided with an instructional model for skills teaching. The model is presented in How to Teach Reading Systematically (Duffy and Sherman, et al, 1973). Following a verbal explanation of the instructional model, students were presented with demonstration lessons by the instructor. This was followed by the presentation of audio-taped models which were critiqued by the instructor with class
participation. Additional audio-models were available for students who wished to utilize them.

In addition to the instruction devoted to teaching skills lessons, students were provided information and models for assessing specific skills needs. Various instruments were offered and students were encouraged to use and/or develop informal techniques for assessing skills difficulties.

Students in the graduate course were generally employed as classroom teachers. Subjects for their skills mini-lessons were drawn from their classes. Students not employed as classroom teachers were required to participate in either a classroom or tutorial based field experience and drew their subjects from these populations. The objectives that were taught to were selected from Systematic Reading Instruction. Students pretested subjects until an appropriate objective had been identified. To verify the need for instruction the administration of the pretest was to be recorded at the beginning of the taped lesson and copies of the completed tests were to be submitted with the tape for evaluation. Students worked in either a tutorial or small (3-5) group situation for the taped mini lessons.

Two forms were constructed for assessment of the teaching tapes. The first was a checklist (see attachment 1) adapted from Appendix H of Systematic Reading Instruction by Duffy and Sherman (1972). This instrument had one column for student evaluation of the taped performance. The checklist included items on specific aspects of the teaching model; directing visual or auditory attention appropriately, modelling of activity,
reinforcement ratio and effectiveness, length of lesson relative to learner attention span, conciseness of presentation, clarity of directions, appropriateness of final student response in relation to initial objective, etc. The instructor rated the student on the same criteria and form.

The second form was developed for written instructor comments concerning specific portions of the teaching lesson. This form was broken into four parts: suitability of pre- and post-test forms, directing attention, presentation of lesson, and practice activity and/or materials. Thus, the instructor provided a written critique of each taped lesson as well as a completed checklist for comparison with students personal evaluation.

These assessment instruments were seen as formative. The taped instructional episodes were ranked on a 1 to 5 scale; in .5 increments, with 5 being the highest ranking attainable. The written comments provided both a critique and suggestions for improvement. Subjects submitting taped lessons rated at or below 2 were required to discuss the assessment with the instructor and resubmit the assignment. These resubmitted tapes were not included in the data analysis.

The mid-term and final examinations followed the traditional multiple choice format. Questions primarily tested cognitive knowledge about various facets of reading theory and instruction as presented in the texts and lectures. These tests were computer scored and scores ranged from 88 out of 100 to 58 out of the same. All items on the tests had been used with other similar
populations at both State University of New York at Albany and Michigan State University. Each question had thus been submitted to an item analysis inspection and refinement based upon these inspections.

Results. In determining the results of student performance on examinations and tapes, scores and ratings were simply averaged for each subject. The Kendall Tau was calculated for the averaged test scores and performance on the taped mini-lessons as rated (0-5) and ranked.

Test averages ranged from 88% to 58%. Averaged performance on taped mini-lessons ranged from 4.50 to 1.75. Calculation of T yielded .21 indicating there was no significant (p < .05) correlation between the two variables (see Figure 1).

Discussion. Caution is advised in any attempt to interpret these results. While these data indicate no significant correlation exists between teacher performance on a traditional style multiple choice assessment instrument and teaching performance in a micro-teaching situation, one cannot yet concomitantly assume a high positive correlation between a micro-teaching performance and total classroom performance. While Allen (1966) argues this correlation exists, further examination of this comparison is a next logical step in the design and refinement of appropriate instruments and techniques for assessing teaching competence in teacher preparation programs. However, these
results conform to earlier studies which found little correlation between achievement on various paper/pencil assessment instruments and teaching ability thus, suggesting the audio-tapes are preferable assessment techniques. Even though only a singular aspect of teaching performance was measured, the data suggest support for the hypothesis that an audio-taped micro-teaching lesson is a suitable alternative to either traditional or field assessment. Finally, the data suggest that the widespread use of mastery tests in CBTE curricula should be seriously questioned. Especially if the tests are used in an attempt to predict or ensure a minimal level of teaching effectiveness.

Several comments on the practicality of the use of the audio-tapes must be made. First, while less time consuming than field assessment, the assessment of tapes is still quite a bit more rigorous and demanding than correcting paper/pencil examinations. Tapes cannot be skimmed, and our students seemed to have difficulty in limiting themselves to the suggested 12 minute limit (some extending beyond the 30 minute span). Second, from two years of experimentation several refinements in the technique have emerged. The checklists and instructor response forms are but two examples. These were necessitated by students who were brash enough to ask what specifically was lacking from taped lessons rated inadequate by an instructor. Unlike traditional examinations, the original tape evaluations offered no item by item critique, but rather a general critique and a subsequent adequate/inadequate rating. The legitimate demands of
some more vociferous students led to the use and modification of the Duffy and Sherman checklist and to the development of the five section instructor response form.

To ensure the taped mini-lessons did not become summative evaluations, all students receiving an inadequate rating are required to resubmit lessons until a minimum number of adequate lessons are received. Conferences with the instructor were encouraged and a number of model tapes, with critiques, were available for student use. Teaching, primarily through modelling, has to precede the assignment of micro-teaching lessons.

Conclusions. Audio-tapes supply the teacher trainer with another useful technique for assessment. They are convenient, easy to handle, relatively inexpensive, widely available, and require few technical skills for preparation. However, assessment of taped lessons is more time consuming than computer scored examinations. The teacher trainer can expect to spend at least 30 minutes on most taped lessons. Finally, teaching tapes require the teacher trainer to have numerous teaching skills and a firm grasp of instructional pedagogy. Through experience we have found that the use of teaching tapes requires explicit evaluative comments. Students want to know why they received a low ranking and they want specifics. Suggestions for improving the teaching lesson are typically anticipated even from those receiving high rankings. Thus, the teacher-trainer must necessarily be an instructional specialist, otherwise formative assessment is difficult.
In summary, audio-taped micro-teaching lessons seem to be viable alternatives to the traditional paper/pencil instruments. The taped assignments are more work and require an emphasis on teaching rather than an emphasis on storing cognitive knowledge. They do, however, seem to be a more appropriate assessment technique for teacher education programs which seek to ensure a minimal level of teaching competence in their graduates.
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FIGURE 1

\[ T = \frac{S}{\sqrt{\frac{30(N-1)}{(N-1)} - \frac{\bar{X}}{\sqrt{\frac{N-1}{N}}}} - \frac{\bar{Y}}{\sqrt{\frac{N-1}{N}}}} \]

\[ \sqrt{\frac{30(N-1)}{(N-1)} - \frac{\bar{X}}{\sqrt{\frac{N-1}{N}}}} = \frac{85}{408.13} = 0.21 \]
## Checklist for Evaluating Skill Lessons

**Skill taught**

**P.**

**Name**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>behavior</th>
<th>your evaluation</th>
<th>instructor evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Directing attention:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Have you been specific in directing attention?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Have you directed attention appropriately?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have you used physical cues to direct attention?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you established a good psychological set?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Presentation:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the presentation clear and concise?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the lesson contained within the attention span of the learner?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did you proceed from simple to complex?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you done less talking than the learner?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Did you model the task for the learner?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Have you highlighted the &quot;pieces of the puzzle&quot;?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Have you provided diminishing crutches?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Has the learner been lead to make an independent response?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Response and Reinforcement:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Has the learner had opportunities to respond?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Does the learner do, as well as listen?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have you provided feedback on pupil responses?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you provided positive reinforcement?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Is the reinforcement effective?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### D. Practice and Application:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>your evaluation</th>
<th>instructor evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Is the learner practicing the skill taught?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is the practice relevant? (as opposed to busy work)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Are instructors clear and comprehensible?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Does the learner receive immediate feedback?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Have I structured an experience to ensure transfer?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Addition comments:**

- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]
pre-test:

attender: physical -

psychological -

presentation:

practice and application:

evaluation __________________